
COMMITTEES 

Integrated committee management and effective meeting management tools safeguard the 

methodological standards in the day-to-day rhythm of work and create a sound information basis. 

This increases efficiency and fosters decision-making ability, ultimately maximizing your 

organization’s strength of execution.

Committee Overview

MANAGE TRANSPARENTLY

BRIDGE® FEATURES FOR STRATEGIC COMMITTEE MANAGEMENT

Committee Members Tasks, Competencies, and Responsibilities

Meeting Overview Meeting Invitation Decisions

Our committee module enables you not only to shape 

and empower your strategic management office effec-

tively, but also to map the entire committee landscape 

of your organization. In the committee tool, all commit-

tees are recorded in accordance with a universal meth-

odological standard, and the tasks, competencies, and 

responsibilities  are  described.  From  the  committee 

module  you  have  access  to  the  meeting  tool,  where 

you can organize and document all committee meet-

ings.  To-dos  and  important  decisions  are  recorded  in 

such a way that they are listed in summary form in both 

the  committee  tool  and  in  individual  overviews  for 

separate  users.  The  module  also  connects  with  the 

project tool.

– a BRIDGE® customer –

“It’s amazing what synergies 

became possible once we used 

BRIDGE® to methodologically 

streamline the global committee 

landscape and arrange it in 

a prescribed order.”



Our experts support you in developing an acceptable standard for consistently recording committees and meetings. 

Our Management Services Team helps you with the initial recording of all the committees, and then with the transfer 

to the platform.

• Transparent structuring of committees on a global basis.

• Improved quality, increased efficiency, and cost savings thanks to the elimination of manual creation and approval 

   processes.

• Clear traceability of all changes.

• Relevant resolutions and discussions are easy to find.

• Cross-location platform for meeting management, independent of the local IT infrastructure.

– a BRIDGE® customer –

“We map all committees and meetings with BRIDGE® so that we have 

an end-to-end standard and don’t have to put up with inefficiencies when 

we store files and make changes.” 

“It’s amazing what synergies 

became possible once we used 

BRIDGE® to methodologically 

streamline the global committee 

landscape and arrange it in 

a prescribed order.”
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